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Moduli Spaees of Harmonie and Holomorphie Mappings

and the Diophantus Geometry

Toshiki Miyano and Junjiro Noguchi*)

Introducüon. In this paper we first show same new results on th~ structure of the moduli

space of harmonie (resp. holomorphie) mappings into a lliemannian (resp. Kähler) manifold with

non-positive sectional eurvature, and then, applying these results) give a survey on recent

developments in the theory of the Diophantus geometry. Let N be a compact analytic

Riemannian manifold with non-positive seetional eurvatures and M a eompaet Rlemannian

manifold. We denote by Harm (M, N) the space of all harmonie mappings o~ M into N

endowed with eompact-open topology, which is called the moduli space 0/harmonie mappings

of M into N. Let f: M -+ N be a smooth mapping and put

Harm(M, Ni f) = {g ~ Harm(M, N), 9 N j(homotopie)} .

Then Sehoen-Yau [SY] proved that Harm(M, Ni f) carries a strueture of a compact

Riemannian manifold such that the evaluation mapping

q.lp: 9 ~ IIarm(M, Nj f) --t 9 (p) ~ N

with an arbitrarily fixed point p €. M ia an isometrie immersion onto a totally geodesie

sub.manifold of N ·(see also [82] for the ease of loeally symmetrie N). We put

X = Harm(M, N; f) and consider X as a domain and M as a parameter space. That is) we put

Y = Harm(M) Ni q)1 ),,p

q;2 : (x, y) ~ X)( Y --t y( x) ~ N .

These Y and ~2(x, • ) have properties similar to X. and q.lp' Naturally, we have a smooth

mapping p ~ M --+ q>lp ~ Y and the following commutative diagram: .

*) The second author stayed at Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik) Bonn during the
preparation of this paper. He expresses his sincere gratitude for the hospitality of the
institute. .
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xP €. M

1
x(p)
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(x 1 p) €. X )( M ------+. <I) 1p( x) €. N

1
(x, <}1p) E. X)( Y

Dur first theorem ia

Theorem (1.14). Assume that the groups 0/ isometries 0/ X and Y are finite (in partieular, the

Rieci curvature 0/ N is negative, dim X 2: 2, and dim Y ~ 2) . Then the seeond evaluation

mapptng

«}2 : (x, y) E. X)( Y ---+ Y (x) E. N

is an immersion onto a totaUy geodesie submani/old 0/ N and the pull-baeked metrie by cJl 2 is

isometrie to the produet metrie on X x Y.

In the complex category, w~ deal with the case where N is not necessarily compact, but a

complete Kähler manifold such that the (Riemannian) sectional curvatures are non-positive and

the holomorphic sectional CUlvatures are bounded from above by a negative constant. Moreover,

we assume that N is a Zariski open subset of a complex projective variety N such that N is

hyperbolically imbedded into N. Let M be a Zariski open subset of a compact Kähler manifold

II . We denote by Hol(M, N) the moduli space of all holomorphic mappings of M into N

endowed with compact-open topology. By [N3] Rol(M, N) has a structure of a Zariski open

subset of a compact complex space, and non-singular. Let XC Rol(M, N) be a connected

component and put

<I) 1 : (x, p) E. X x M ---+ x (p) E. N .

Let Y CHol(X, N) be the connected component containing <1)1 ( • ,p)(p E. M) . Then we have

Theorem (2.15). The seeond evaluation mapping

<1)2 : (x, y) E. X x Y ---+ y(x) E. N

is a proper holomorphic immersion onto a complex totally geodesie submanifold 0/ N, and the

pull-backed metne by cJl 2 is isometrie to the product metne on X x Y.



It is the most important and interesting tase when N is a quotient r \ [) of a bounded

symmetrie domain D by an arithmetic discrete subgroup r of the holomorphic automorphism

group Aut(D) .

In the course of the proof of the above theorem we show

Theorem (2.4). Let S be a complete hyperbolic manifold sUch that S is a Zq.riski open subset 0/ a 

compact complex space "B and S is hyperbolicaUy imbedded into -S. Then Aut(S) is a finite
group.

The first and the second seetions are devoted to the proof of the above results, and to the .

preparations for the latter sections.

In 93 we diseuss the higher dimensional MorrlelPs conjeeture over funetion fjelds and related

topics. In § 4 we deal with the Parshin-Arakelov-type theorems for eurves) Abelian varieties and

K3--surfaees . We will give a new proof to the Parshin-Arakelov theorem for curves) based on our

results.
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§ 1. Moduli spaee of harmonie mappings

*Let M and N be Riemannian manifolds and TM (resp. T M) denote the tangent (resp.

cotangent) bundle over M. Let f:.M ---. N be a Ca>-mapping . The energy funetional E(f) is

defined by

E(f) = IM< df, df> dVMo



We call 1 a harmonie mapping if for any smooth family It : M~ N, - 1 5 t 5 1, of

C CD-mappings such that 10 = 1 on M and f = It I - 1 5 t 5 1 , outside a compact subset

KCM,

It is known that 1 is harmonie if and only if

(1.1)
* 1

trace T M~ f- TNV df= 0,

* -1
h T M~I TNV· th Ri . t· r T*MIQ.j-I TN . d df hw ere IS e emannlan conncc Ion 0 '01 In uce rom tose on

TM and TN.

Ir f: M~ N is an immersion and if f 0 e: [a, b] ~ N are geodesie for all geodesie

curves c: Ca, b]~ M with Ca, b] (IR ,then f is called a totaUy geodesie immersionj an

immersion 1 ia totally geodesie if and only if

(1.2)
* -1
TM~f TNVdf=O.

Hence a totally geodesie immersion is harmonie. We reeall the following theorem due to

Sehoen-Yau [SY, p. 371] , whieh will playa key role.

(1.3) Theorem. Assume the foUowing condition3:

a) M is complete and has a finite volume;

b) N is complete and has non-positive sectional curvature.

Let J, g: M ---+ N be harmonie mappings with finite energies which are mutuaUy homotopic by

H: [0,1] x M~ N with H{O,·) = fand H(l,·) = 9 . Then !here exists aI-parameter

family F( t, p) = 't(p) , t E. [0, 1] 0/ hannonie mappings /t: M --+ N with 10 = fand f1 = 9

such that

i) the homotopy F( tJ • ) is equivalent to H( t, • ) ,

"ii) for any p €. M , the curve {/tp); t €. [0, 1] } is a geode3ie with constant speed

independent 0/ p €. M ,

iii) the section p E. M --+ F.« 8/8t)(t,p)) E. ft-1 TN is paraUeL

Moreover, we obtain the following Lemma frorn the proof of the above theorem ([SY, p.

370J).

(1.4) Lemma Let the notation be as in Theorem (1.3). Then jt*( v) is parallel along the geodesie

. {!t(p); t ~ [0, I]} tor all p E. M and v€. TpM.



(1.5) Corollary. Let t 9 : M --+ N be as in Theorem (1.3). Then I is an immersion (resp.

isometrie·immersion) if 90 is g.

The proof is clear.

(1.6) Proposition. Let M be a eompaet Riemannian maniJold, N a eompaet analytic Riemannian

manifold with non-positive sectional euruatures, and f: M --+ N a totaUy geodesie immersion.

Then every harmonie mapping /rom M to N which is homotopic ta I is a totaUy geodesie

immersion.

Proof. Put X = Harm(M, N; f) aod let «1>1: (g, p) €. X x M ----+ g(p) e. N be the evaluation

mapping. We endow with X the pull-backed Riemannian metric by <PI(. , p) . We show that

the image of any geodesie in M by any 9 €. X is a geodesie in N. Let e: t €. [0, eJ --+ c( t) €.

M(e > 0) be a geodesie in M. Theo f 0 c: [0, eJ ---+ N is a geodesie in N. We mayassume

that 11(10 c)*( 8/ 8t)1I = 1 and c < Ioj(N)/2 ,where Inj(N) is the injective radius of N. Note

that «1- 1(- , c(O)) and <PI(- ,c(e)) are isometrie immersions from X onto totally geodesie

submanifolds of N. Therefore they are harmonic and cI> 1(- , c( t) ) gives a homotopy between

them. Deforming cI> 1(- J c( t)) ~. we have by Theorem (1.3) aI-parameter family

of harmonie mappings with !10 = «1>1(- ,c(O)) and 01 = «1>1 (- ,c(e)) . Moreover, for any

9 e. X , the curve {ns(9); s €. [0, I]} is a geodesic wi th coostant speed, independent of 9. Sioee

{n s(!); s €. [0, I]} is a geodesie which coincides with {«I> 1(t c(t)); t €. [0,6]} , we change th~

parameter 9 of Os so that

(1.8)
{

nt(f) = if!1(f, c(t)), 0 ~ t ~ e ,

00 = <1'1(- J c(O)), Oe = «1>1(-' c(e)).

By Lemma (1.4) we see that {«I>I(g, c(t)); 0 5 t ~ e} is a curve with arclength parametrization.

Therefore we have

(1.9)

Using Theorem (1.3) agaio, we see that dMcI> 1(h, c( t) ), nt(h)) is a constant (5 2e) in hE. X.

Since «1>1(f, c( t)) = nt(f) by (1.8),

~l (g, c(t)) = nt(g)

for all t. Hence {~1(g, c( t)); 0 ~ t ~ e} is a geodesie. Q.E.D.



Let f: M --+ N be as in Proposition (1.6), X = Harm(M, N; f) and

<I> 1 : (g) p) E. X x M~ g(p) E. N .

We endow X with the pull-backed Riemannian metric by <1>1(· ) p) . Then we have the natural

mapping p E. M --+ ~1(. , p) E. Harm(X, N) . Put

Y = Harm(X, N; <1)1(· , p)) ,

<I?2 : (g, y) E. X x Y --+ y(g) e. N .

We endow Y with the pull-backed Riemannian metric by <I>2(g, .) .

(1.10) Corollary. For any y E. Y

<I>2(· , y) : 9 E. X --+ y(g) e. N

is a totally geodesie isometrie immersion.

This immediately follows from Corollary (1.5) and Proposition (1.6). By the construction we

see also that

(1.11) for any v e. T X (resp. v e. T Y) the section z e. Y --+ d<I?2(g, z)(v ) e.
9 9 Y Y ~

<I>2(g, • )-1 TN (resp. x E. X --+ d<I>2(x, y)( Vy) E. <I>2(· , y)-l TN) is parallel.

We denote by Is(X) the group of al1 isometries of X.

(1.12) Lemma. Let <1)2: X x Y --+ N be as above.

(i) I/ Is(X) or Js( Y) is finite} then <1>2 is an immersion.

(ii) If Is(X) and Js( Y) are finite} then the pull-backed metric on X x Y by <1>2 i3 the

product metric 0/ those on X and Y.

PlOOf. (i) Note that <1>2(·' y) and <l>2(X,·) are totally geodesie isometrie immersions for

y E. Y and x e. X . Suppose that . <}2 is not an immersion. Then there are non-zero vectors

vg E. TgX and vy E. TyY such that d<l>2(g, y)(vg + vy) = 0 , so that

(1.13)

Now, consider the vec,tor field {d<l>2(x, y)(vy); xe. X} in <1>2(· , y)-l TN . Jt follows from (1.11)

and (1.1,3) that d<I?2(X, Y)(Vy) is paralIed and tangent to the image <I?2(X, y) . Therefore we have" .



a non-zero parallel vector field on X, whieh generates aI-parameter subgroup of Is(X) . In the

same way, we have aI-parameter 8ubgroup of Is( Y) . Hence, if one of Is(X) and Is( Y) is

fini te, cl,)2 is an immersion.

(ü) Take an arbitrary Vz €. Tz X . Then by (1.11), 'Y €. Y ---+ dcI-2(:z; y)(vxl is parallel.

Suppose that dcI-2(:z; y)(vxl is not perpendieular to cI-2(:z; y) at some 'Ya €. Y . Then

. dcI-2(x, y)(v) are not perpendicular to cI-2(:z; Y) at all y E. Y. Let u denote the orthogonal 'x - y
projection of d<P2(:Z; Y)( vxl to N 2(x, Y) in TN. We get a parallel vector field on Y, which.

generates aI-parameter subgroup of Js( Y) . Therefore we obtain our: assertion. Q.E.D.

(1.14) Theorem. Let <Jl 2 : X x Y ----i N be as above. Assume that Is(X)·· and Is( Y) are finite

(especiaUy, the Ricci curvature 0/ N is negative, dim X ~ 2 , and dim Y ~ 2) . Then <Jl2 is a

totally geodesie isometrie immersion into N.

Proof. It remains to show that

where E = T*(X x Y) ~ ~21 TN with the naturally induced metric and connection EV . Put

r ::: dim X, s::: dim Y, n = dim N .

Take an arbitrary point (x, y) E. X x Y . Let (:i, ... , xr) (resp. (yl, ... , yS)) be a IDeal

coordinate system around x (resp. y). Since <P2 ia an immersion, we can ~ake a IDeal coordinate

system (w1, ... ,wn
) around ~2(x, y) such that

( ln 1 s) (1 n 1 s )<1>2 x , ... , X , Y , ... ,y = x, ... , x , y , ... , y , 0, ... ,0 .

We use indices as follows.

i, j, k = 1, , r ,

J.1., v, r::: 1, , s ,

0, ß, 'Y = 1, , n .

Put r.p = «P2(x, .) : Y ---+ N. Then r.p ia a totally geodesie immersion, so that

* -1
T y~ r.p TNV dtp == 0 ; in terms of loeal coordinates,

1



· . Y N
where r~ (resp. r

ß1
) are Christoffel symbols of Y (resp. N) and Einstein'a summation

convention ia UBed. Note that

1}f{/1 = ca
JL °r+JL·8y" ,.

Thus we have

Since q.2 is isometric, we have

(1.15)

In the same way, we obtain

(1.16)
[

Xx Y k N k X kr .. (XI Y) = r.. (y( x)) = r .. (x)
IJ 'J 'tJ

X)( Y T N r+Tr .. (x, y) = r.. (y( x)) = O.1,J I J

The section x' E. X ----+ d<fl2(x' J y)( BI a'JIt) E. <}2( .) y)-1 TN is parallel by (1.11), and hence

1t follows that

On the other hand



Therefore

TNV [ a ] - 0
-.!!..... 8wr +P. y() - .
Bw"· x

Weget

1

(1.17)

and so

(1.18)

Xx Y k N kr. (x) = r. + (y( x)) = 011" I r I"

x x Yr ,,:" (x) = Nr~+ l' (y(x)) = 0
11" Ir+JL

By the choices cf Ioeal coordinate systems, we have

(1.19) aif!~ = cO aiJ!~ = cO
o· , 0+ .

8x I I 8y JL r JL

By making use cf (1.15) - (1.19), we compute EV dif!2 at (x, y) . The dxi ~ dd ~ <l?2"1( B/ Ow
Q

)

component of EV diJ!2 at (x, y) is as folIows:

8x I ayJ

x x Y k 8iJ!Q X x Y Oif!Q N 8if!ß Oif! 'Y
r . (x,y)~ - r":" (x,y) _2 + r ß

Q (y(x)) ---1 ----1
"J Oxrt; IJ OyT 'Y ax" l}x J

X k aif!~
r· (x) -r: +

IJ 8xrt;

N 8iJ!ß B<l? 'Y
r
ß
o (y(x)) ---1 ---1 = 0 .

'Y ax" 8x J

Here one reminds that «1»2(·' y) is totally geodesie. In the same wayas above, we see that

d'lf ~ dyv ~ if!2"1( 8/ Owo) component of EV d1-2 at (x, y) vanishes. The cross-term,
. 1 E

dxl ~ df ~ if!2" (8/ Owa) component of Vdif!2 at (x, y) is computed as follows:

8x l ayP

x x Y k 8if!° X x Y {}if!0 N Oif!ß Oif!'
r. (x, y)~ - r":" (x,y) ---.1.1' + rQß~(Y(x)) -i ~.

IJL 0 Xrt; "JL ay I 8 x az'-



= Nr~ + (y(x)) = 0 .
Ir p.

Q.E.D.

§ 2. Moduli spate of holOffiorphic mappings

In this section we deal with moduli spaces of holomorphic' mappings between complex

manifolds, especially , those into complete hyperbolic manifolds. For fundamental facts on

hyperbolic manifolds (or hyperbolic complex spaces) we refer to [Kl' K3] and [NO].

_ Roughly speaking, we have the following correspondences between the cases of Riemannian

and complex manifolds:

10

Riemannian manifolds with non-positive

or negative curvatures

harmonie mappings

isometries

parallel vector fields

f----i hyperbolic manifolds,

f----i holomorphic mappings,

f----i holomorphic automorphisms,

f----i holoffiorphic vector fjelds.

There are two theorems which are essential in our arguments. One is Theorem (1.3) due to

Schoen-Yau [SY] , and another is the following:

(2.1) Theorem ([N3]). Let N be a complete hyperbolic complex space such that N is
hyperbolically imbedded into a compact complex space as a Zariski open subset. Let M be a

complex mani/old which is a Zariski open subset 0/ a compact complex space. Then the moduli space

Hol(M, N) 0/ aU holomorphic mappings /rom M into N endowed with compact-open topology

ca'rries a structure 0/ a Zariski open subset 0/ a compact complex space such that

. i) the evaluation mapping

cIJ 1 : (J, p) E Hol(M, N) x M --+ f(p) E N

is holomorphic,

ii) i/ F: T x M --+ N is a holomorphic mapping with a complex space T, then the
mapping, t E. T --+ F( t, .) E Hol(M, N) is holomorphic.



(2.2) Remark. Let ff be a compactification of M such that DM = ff - M is a hypersurface

with only normal crossings. Then Hal(M, N) is imbedded inta Hol(.x?, N) by holomorphic

extension so that the cloaure Bol(M, N) in Hal(Äf, N) is a compact camplex space and·,

Hol(M, N) ia a Zariski open subset of Hol(M, N) . The above evaluation mapping <l)l extends to

a holomarphic mapping from Hol(M, N) x, Ä1 into 1V.

For fE. Hol(M, N) we set

Hol(k; M, N) = {fE. Hol(M, N)j rank f= k} .

The nation, rank f , is similarly defined for holomorphic mappings between complex spaces. We

give some general fact:

(2.3) Proposition. Let Y1 and Y2 be compact complex spaces with reduced structure. Then

Hol(k, Y1, Y2) are open and closed in Hol( Y1,Y2) /or all k.

Thc proof is quite elementary (see [N3, Lemma (2.17)] ).

.(2.4) Theorem. Let N be as in Theorem (2.1). Assume that N is non-singular. Then the group

Aut(N) 0/ holomorphic automorphisms 0/ N is finite.

Remark. In the case where N is campact, this was obtained by Kobayashi ( [K1) p. 70] ).

Proof. Let '1l be a compactification of N such that '1l- N is a hypersurface with only normal

crassings. Put n = dim N . By Remark (2.2) we see that Hol( n; N, N) is imbedded inta

Hol(n; 'Iv, N) and the closure Hol(n; N, N) in Hol(~, N) is a compact c~inplex space. We first

claim that Hol(n; N, N) is compact in Hol('1l, N) . Let f. E. Hol(n; N, N) ,_ v = 1,2, ... , be anyv

sequence. Since Hol(N, N) is relatively compact in Hol('1l, N) , we mayassume that the

extended mapping ]v E. Hol('Jr, N) converges to ] E. Hol('Jr, N) . Since rank 7v = n, rank 7= n

by Proposition (2.3). Thus the image ]('11) contains a non-empty open subset. Take a point

Po E. N such that ](PO)::: qo E. N. For an arbitrary point p E. N we have

11



Since Iy(po) ---+ qo and N is complete hyperbolic, fv(p) stay in a compact subset of N.

Therefore we have that ](p) e. N . The restriction f = ]1 N belongs to Hol(n; N, N) and is the

limit of Iv' y = 1,2, .... Put

x = {/e. Hol(n; N, N) j ]('!l- N) CN - N} "

Then X is an analytic subset of Hol( nj NJ N) . Since N is measure-hyperbolic (cf. [K1,

Chapter IXJ) and its total measure is positive and finite, we easily see that deg]= 1 for all

I e. Hol(n; N, N) . Let fe. X . Then the inverse ]-1: N ---+ 'li of ]: '!l---+ N is meromorphic

and satisfiea

] -1
9= IN:N---+N.

Since N is complete hyperbolicJ 9 must be holomorphic (see [K1, p. 90J), so that 9 = /-1 .

Therefore X = Aut(N) and it follow.s that Aut(N) ia a compact complex Lie group. Since N is

hyperbolic, there is no I-parameter subgroup of Aut(N) . Thus Aut(N) is finite.

Q.E.D.

In the rest of this section we assume the following conditions for N:

12..

(2.5) (i) N is a complete Kähler manifold with non-positive (Riemannian) sectional

curvatures and with negative holornorphic sectional curvatures bounded away

from 0,

(ii) N is quasi-projective aIgebraic and carries a projective compactification N

such that N is hyperbolically imbedded into N.

(2.6) Remark. 1t follows from (2.5), (i) that N is complete hyperbolic; moreoverJ there is a

constant C > 0 such that

~ h( v, v) ~ C FMv), V E TN,

where h denotes Kähler metric on N and FN the infinitesimal Kobayashi metric. Therefore we

have



NowJ let N be a compact Kähler manifold and M a Zariski open subset of N.

(2.7) Lemma Let M be as above. Then there is a complete Kahler metric 9 on M with finite

volume such that

where Cl > 0 is a constant.

Proof. Take a modification .tf --+ N with center contained in 7J - M so that .R? ia Kähler

and %f - M ia a hypersurfaee with only simple normal crossings. Then as in the proof of

Proposition (6.2) of [GKJ, one can construct such a metric g. Q.E.D.

By Theorem (2.1) we see that Hol(M, N) carries a structure of a Zariski open subset of a

compact complex space, so that

/3

(2.8) Hol(M, N) is locally arewise connected.

We endow M with a Kä.hler metric in Lemma (2.7). The choices of the metrics on M and N,

*and the decreasing principle f FN '5 FM for fE Hol{M, N) imply that

(2.9)

Since M and N are Kähler,

(2.10)

E(f) < CD for all fE. Hol( M, N) .

all fE. Hol(M, N) are harmonie.

By making use of Theorem (1.3), we have the following lemma (cf. [N3' p. 29] ):

(2.11) Lemma. Let f: M --+ N be a harmonie mapping, homotopic to ~ holomorphic mapping

/rom M into N. Then f is holomorphie, too.

Remark. In the case where M is compact, this lemma holds without the assumption of

non-positive curvatures on N, and is called the Lichnerowicz theorem. In the present case, we

have to use that curvature assumption to get some estimate on the boundary behavior of the

homotopy between f and the holomorphic mapping.

Even though the global injeetivity radius of N ia zero, by making use oI (2.8), (2.9) and

Lemma (2.11), we can apply the arguments of Schoen-Yau [SY, p. 372] to infer that the

evaluation mapping ~1 : Hol(M, N) x M --+ N has the following properties:



(2.12) Theorem. i) For an arbitrary point p E. M , the holomorphic mapping ~1(· , p) :

fE. Hol(M, N) ---+ f(p) E. N is a proper immersion onto a complex totally geodesie submanifold 01

N.

*ii) The puU backed metric ~1(· ,p) h i3 independent 0/ p .

Thus, Hol(M, N) is non-singular. We take a connected component X of Hol(M, N) . We

may assume that DM = 1Vf - M is a hypersurface with only normal corssings. Then we have the

natural imbedding

IE. Hol(M, N)~ JE. Hol(M, N)

which is an into-homeomorphism (cf. [N3, Theorem (1.19)]). Let X denote the closure of X in

Hol(M, N) . By Remark (2.2) ~(. ,p)(p E. M) naturally extends to a holomorphic mapping

(2.13) Lemma i) X is complele hyperbolic and hyperbolically imbedded into X.

ii) X is quasi-projective.

Proof. i) It ia easy to show that X is complete hyperbolic. Take distinct F1 , F2 E. X - X .

Take ·any sequences {f1v}~=l' {!2v}:=1 in· X such that 71v ---+ F1 and 72v ---+ F2 in

Hol(M, N) . Since FI f F2 ' there is a point p E. M such that FI (p) :f: F2(p) and Fi (p) E. N ,

i = 1,2 . Then

Therefore we have

for alliarge v. This shows that X Co-.+ X i.B a hyperbolic imbedding.

ii) Trus follows from the fact that <1- 1(., p) : X ---+ ~1(X, p)(C N) with p E. M ia

l't



finite and <PI(X, p)(C N) is projective.

(2.14) Corollary. Aut(X) is finite.

" This follows from Lemma (2.13) and Theorem (2.4).

Q.E.D.

/t

As in § 1, we now consider X as a 'domain space and M aB a parameter space. Note that

by Lemma (2.13) X satisfies the conditions put on M. Let Y C Hol(X, N) be the connected

component containing «1- 1(. , p)(p E. M) . Then we have the evalutation mapping

«1-2 : X x Y-----t N .

By Corollary (2.14), Aut( Y) is finite, too. Ta obtain a complex analytic version of Theorem

(1.14), we first note that the topology of X (resp. Y) is defined by the compact-open to}X>logy

on the mapping space from M (resp. X) into N, and that X and Y are locally arcwise

connected. These makes us poss"ible to carry out the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem

(1.14) in compact subsets of N, where, of course, their injectivity radii remain positive. We

. * *endow X (resp. Y) with the pull-backed Kähler metric <1>1(· ,p) h (resp. «I-2(x, .) h) with

p E. M (resp. x E. X) ,and X x Y with the product metric.

(2.15) Theorem. Let <1'2: X)( Y -----t N be as above. Then <1'2 is a proper} holomorphie, totally "

geodesie and isometrie immersion.

Remark. X is a connected component of Hol( Y, N) which contains 1J- 2(x, •)(x E. X) . For the

comp~sition of the holomorphic mapping p E. M -----t «1>1 (. , p) E. Y and any 9 E. Hol( Y, N) is a

holomorphic mapping from M into N which is homotopic to <}1(x, .) : M -----t N.

§ 3. Higher dimensional Mordell's conjecture over function fjelds and related topics

By making use of thc results obtained in § 2, we discuss the Diophantus 'geometry in thc

present and thc next sections. We start with thc following theorem due to Manin [M] and

Grauert [G].

(3.1) Theorem (Mordell'8 conjecture aver functian fields). Let K be"a funetion field over an

algebraieaUy closed field k with char k = 0 . Let C be a smooth curve defined over K} 0/ which

genus is not less than 2. Then either the se"t q K) 0/ K-rational points 0/ Cisfinite} or C is

K-isomorphic to a curve Co defined over k and CO(K) - CO(k) is finite.



Remark. Thc original conjecture over number fieIds was solved by G. Faltings [F2] .

In geometrie terms, the above Theorem (3.1) is equivalent to the following.

(3.2) Theorem. Let X~ R be a smooth fiber space over k such that the genu.s 0/ the fibers

Xt (t E. R) is not less than 2 . Then the set E 0/ rational sections (J": R ---+ X (11" 0 (J = id) is

finite, or X is isomorphic to the product .R x Xt and there are only finitely many non-constant
o

rational sections (non-constant mappings /rom R to Xt ) .
o

Related to this theorem, S. Lang [L1] gave two conjectures.

(3.3) Conjectnre. Let X ---+ R be an algebraic fiber space over (: with hyperbolic fibers Xt . 1/

the set E 0/ rational sections 0/ X ---+ R is infinite, then X ---+ R contains a splitting fiber

subspace.

(3.4) Conjecture. Let N be a complex projective manifold such that N is hyperbolic. Let M be

another complex projective mani/old. Then there are only finitely many surjective holomorphic

mappings /rom M onto N.

For amoment we discuss the latter conjecture. Instead of thc hyperbolicity assumption on

N , Kobayashi-ochiai [K02] assumed that N is of general type, and showed a finiteness

theorem:

(3.5) Theorem ([K02]). Let N be a complex manifold 0/ general type. Then there are only

finitely many surjective meromorphic mappings /rom M onto N.

It is natural to expect

(3.6) Conjecture. A complex projective algebraic hyperbolic mani/old is 0/general type.

This is true for curves, and for surfaces by Mori-Mukai [MM]; in fact, they proved that a

complex projective algebraic surface is of general type if and only if it is measure-hyperbolic.

Let N be a complex projective manifold. According to the theory of Mori [MoJ, if there is

a curve C ( N such that the intersection number C- KN of C and the canonical bundle KN of

N is negative, then C is deformed to a SUffi of curves) which contains a rational curve. Thus, if

N is hyperbolic, then C- K N ~ 0 for all curves C ( N . Making use of this fact, Horst [H!, H2J
solved Conjecture (3.4):

(3.7)" Theorem ([H!, ~]). Let N be a hyperbolic Kähler manifold and' M a complex manifold.

Then there are only finitely many surjective holomorphic mappings /rom M onto N.

/6



Remark. Assuming additionally that KN carries ametrie with non-positive curvature form,

Noguchi [N2] proved the above finiteness theorem.

There are many finiteness theorems of various types. Cf. [SI]' [S2J, [I] , [NS] ~ [BN]
and [KSW].

As for Conjecture (3.3), Noguchi first proved the following by employing the idea of Grauert

[G] :

(3.8) Theorem ([NI])' Let X -t R be an algebraic smoot!J, fiber space such that the

holomorphic tangent bundle T(Xt ) is negative (T*(Xt ) is ample) for some point iJ E. R .
o 0

Assume. that E( ta) = {u( tal; u E. E} is Zariski dense in XiJ . Then .there is a Zariski open

neighborhood R' (R 0/ to such that XI R' ~ R' x X t ,and there are only finitely many
o

non-constant rational sectio'n3.

If T(Xt ) is negative, then X t is hyperholic ( [K2]); hut the converse is not true. For
o a

instance, if Ci' i = 1, 2, are smooth algebraic curves with genus ~"2 ,then Cl x C2 is

hyper~lic, but T( Cl x C2) is not negative.

In general, let 1r: X -t R be a proper fiber space, of which general fibers are irreducible.

We caU (X, 1f, R) 'a hyperbolic fiber space if Xt are hyperbolic complex spaces for all t E. R . "

Assume that (X, 11", R) has a compactification (X, i, 1l) ; that iSJ 1r: X ---+ II is a compact

fiher space such that R is a Zariski open subset of 1l, X = X IRand i IX = 11" • Now we

consider the relative version of the notion of hyperbolic imhedding.

(3.9) Definition. Let (X, 11", R) be a hyperbolic fiber space aod (X, 1f, 7l) , its compactification.

We say that (X, 11", R) is hyperbolically imbedded into (X, i, 1l) along 8R =1{- R if for any

point t E. 8R there are small neigborhoods U and V of t in R such that V ( U, V is

relatively compact in U and XI (V - aR) is hyperbolically imbedded into XI U .

(3.10) Theorem. Let (X, 'Ir} R) be a hyperbolic fiber space with a compactification (X, 1r, 1l)
'"

such that (X, 11", R) is hyperbolically imbedded into CX, 1r} 1l) along 8R . Assume that R is

smooth and that there is a point toE. R such that E( ta) is Zariski dense in XiJ . Then

i) there is a finite Galois covering ~ ---+ R such that ~ xR X ~ ~ x Xt j
" 0
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IJ'

ii) i/ Xt is a Kähler manifold, then X ~ R )( Xt (i.e' J ~ = R) .
o 0

The assertion i) was proved by [N2J. Combining the argument of the proof oI. i) with

Theorem (3.7), we have ii) (see [N2, § 3J).

(3.11) Theorem. Let (X, 7r, R) be a smooth fiber space 0/ CUnJes with genus g ~ 2 and

dim R = 1 . Then there is a compactification (X, i , 1l) 0/ (X, 'Ir, R) such that (X, 7f, R) is

hyperbolicaUy imbedded into (X, i, 7I) .

Combining Theorem (3.11) with Theorem (3.10), we have Theorem (3.2) in the case of

dim R = 1 ; this is an essential case. For the proof of Theorem (3.11), see [N2, § 5J . It has been

informed to the authors that there is some incomplete part in the proo~ of Theorem (3.11). We

here make the point dear. Since the construction of (X, 1r, R) is local around points of 8R, we

*assume ·that 11. = ä (the unit disc in () and R = A (= ~ - {O}) . It was first showed that

*there ia a finite Galois covering S --+ ~ with covering group G such that (XS' 1], S) is

hyperbolically imbedded into same compactification (Xs' Ti, "'S) along "S - S , where

XS = S)( * X and 1]: XS~ S is the projection. The group G acts holomorphically on XS
~ .

and t~e action extends meromorphically on XS . The point is that this extended action is not

necessarily holomorphic. Eut we proceed as follows. Consider the following imbedding*)

a:ZE.Xs--+(···,g(x), ... ) G€.TIXSCTIXS ·
!J€. .

#G #G

Note that TI Xs is hyperbolically imbedded into TI Xs along "5 - S . Thc action of G on

#G #G
XS is transformed to the exchanges of variables of TI Xs ' which extend holomorphically on

#G
Y in TI Xs is an anal·ytic suhspace which is

#G
XS with Y through a. ·The.n the quotient G\Y

TIXs ' Put Y= a (X~ . Then the closure

#G
invariant by the action of G. Identify

provides the desired compactification.

Now we &ssume that X~ R is a proper smooth fiber space. Brody [BJ proved that if a

fiber X t is hyperbolic, then there is a neighborhood U of to (with respect to the differential
o

*) This trick was suggested by C.T.C. Wall.



topology) such that XI U is hyperbolic, and so Xt are hyperbolic for all t €. U. In connection

with Theorem (3.10), it is interesting to ask

(3.12) Question (Lang). Let X~ R be an algebraic fiber space. Then does the set {t €. R; Xt
is hyperbolic} form a Zariski open subset 0/ R?

Lang has asked also

(3.13) Question. /f (X, 'Tr, R) 13 a hyperbolic algebraic fiber space, then does there exist a

compactijication (X, 1r, 1l) of (X, 11", R) such that (X, 11", R) is hyperbolically imbedded into

(X, 'i, 1l) along 8R?

It is also interesting to point out that Parshin [P2] gave a proof of the following theorem

due to Raynaud [R] which is based on "the Kobayashi distance.

(3.14) Theorem ([R, P2])' Let XC A be a subvariety 0/ an Abelian variety A, defined over a

function field K = (R) 0/ a cUnJe R. 1/ X does not contain any translation of a non-trivial

. Abelian subvariety, then the set X(K) 0/ K-rational points on X is finite modulo the (Klf:-)
trace AO'

Here it is known that there exists a unique maximal Abelian subvariety Aa of A defined

over (, and AO is called the "(K/ ( -) trace (see [L2]).

On the hyperbolicity of a subvariety of an Abelian variety or of a complex torus we know

( [Gr] )

(3.15) Proposition. Let T be a complex torus and X an analytic subspace 0/ T. Then X is
hyperbolic i/ and only if X does not contain any translation 0/ a positive dimensional subtorus o[

T.

Lately, Faltings [F3J proved a very surprising result:

(3.16) Theorem. Let A be an Abelian variety over a number field and X (A a subvariety. I/ X
does not contain any translation 0/ a positive dimensional Abelian subvariety, then X contains

only finitely many k-rational points.

Now it is interesting to recall the following conjecture of Lang:

(3.17) Conjecture. Let X be a projective algebraic variety defined over a number field k. Assume

that for some imbedding k C(, X is hyperbolic as a complex manifold. Then the number 0/

J'



k-rational points 01 X is finite.

It is also interesting to ask

(3.18) Question. Let X be a projective algebraic variety defined over a number fieZd k. Assurne

that for some imbedding k ( (, X is hyperbolic. Then is X hyperbolic lor any other imbedding

kC 4: ?

§ 4. Parshin-Arakelov-type theorems

Let 11. be a smooth compact Riemann surface, 5 (R a finite set of points of R and put

.R = R - 5 . Let 9 ~ 0 be an integer and M (R, 5, g) denote the set of all fi ber spaces x.2"-.t 7l
of compact Riemann surfaces such that

i) 1[": X ---+ R are smooth, where X = XI Rand 1(" = 'il X ,

ü) the genus of Xt (t E. R) are g,

iii) 7r: X ----t R are not locally trivial.

In the case of 5 = f/J Parshin [P1] I and in general Arakelov [A] proved the following theorem

which had been conjectured by Shafarevich.

(4.1) Theorem. 11 g ~ 1 , then M(R, 5, g) is finite.

The case of 9 = 1 is not difficult and was somehow already known. The case of 9 ~ 2 is of

our interest. Parshin [P1] proved that the finiteness of M (R, 5, g) (9 ~ 2) implies Mordell's

conjecture over function fields (Theorem (3.1)), and observed that if the same holds over the ring

of integers of an algebraic number field, Mordell's conjecture follows. Falting '8 solution of

Mordell's conjecture was carried out along this line.

Imayoshi and Shiga [IS] lately proved Theorem (4.1) by a purely function theoretic

method. The proof of such a finiteness theorem is , in general, divided into.· two parts, boundedness

and rigidity. They first proved the compactness of M(71, 5,9) , of which proof is rather hard.

Co~bining our elementary result, Theorem (3.1) with their easier part of rigidity, we here give a

proof of Theorem (4.1).

Let T 9 be the Teichmüller space of 'compact Riemann surfaces with genus 9 ~ 1 ,and II9

the Teichmüller modular group. Royden [Ro] proved that the Teichmüller distance on T g ..

coinci~es with Kobayashi distance, so that
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(4.2) T9 is complete hyperbolic.

It is known that II contains anormal subgroup II' of finite index which freely acta on T . By
9 9 . 9

making use of the Torelli mappings, we have (see [N3] )

(4.3) Lemma The quotient II ~ \ T9 has ~ projective compactification TI ~\ T9 such that TI ~\ T9

is hyperbolicaUy imbedded into II ~ \ T9 .

Everyelement a = (X, i, 1l) E. M(1l, S, g) naturally defines a monodromy representation

which induces

,
Put 'K1(R)' = Ker [Xo] and let R [X

o
] --+ R be a finite Galois' covering with group

'TrI(R)/'Tr1(R)' . Then 0 naturally defines a non-{;onstant holomorphic mapping

Since 1f1(R) is finitley generated, Hom( 'TrI(R), 11 \11') is finite. Note that for distinct 0 t

- 9 9
ß E. M(1l, S, g) with [Xa ] = [XtP ' 'a f 'ß' Therefore the proof of Th~rem (4.1) is reduced to

(4.4) Theorem. The space Hol' (R, TI ~\ Tg) 0/ all non-constant holomorphic mappings /rom R

into II ~ \ Tgisfinite tor 9 ~ 1 .

Proof. It follows from Theorem (2.1), (4.2) and Lemma (4.3) that Hol' (R, II ~ \ T) is a Zariski

open subset of a compact complex space. Therefare there are anly finitely m~ny homotopy types

cf 'E., Hol' (R, TI' \ T g) . Let f:,. be the unit disc in (, ~ --+ R the' universal covering and

r = 'TrI'(R) . Let /, gE. Hol' (R, TI' \ T ) belang to the same connected component. Then fand
9 9

9 are mutually homotopic. We claim

(4.5) f= g.

There is a homomorphism X E. Hom(r) II') such that
. 9



f 01= X(I) 0 f

'9 0 1 = X(I) 0 '9

N

for all I E. r ,where f : tJ. --+ T (resp. '9: tJ. --+ T ) ia a suitable lifting of f (resp. g). Ey
g. 9

N .

Her's imbedding, T9 is realized as a bounded domain of (3g-3. Then fand 9 are
. N

represented by (3g - 3) bounded ho1omorphic functions on t:,.. Ey Fatou's theorem, f and '9
have non-tangential boundary values at almost al1 points of Ot:,.. Assume that there is a subset

N

E C lJtJ. with positive measure such that / (z) 4= '9(z) for z €. E . Ey the idea of the rigidity part

of [ISJ .we see that for all most al1 z €. E , there are In E. r, n = 1, 2, ... ,and Zo E. A such

that

N

cLr (/ (In(zO))' '9(ln(ZO)) --+ + Q) •

9

Since the Kobayashi hyperbolic distance tLr is invariant by ho1omorphic automorphisms,
9

N N

cLr (/ (In(ZO))' 9(ln(zO)) = tLr (X(ln) 0 f (zO)' X(ln) 0 g(zO))
9 9

N

= tLr (/ (zO), '9(zO)) < Q) •

9

This is a contradiction. Q.E.D.

In [F1J Faltings dealt with Parshin-Arakelov-type theorem for principally po1arized

Abelian varieties. Let 11., S and 9 be as above and A(11., S, 9) denote the set of all fiber spaces

A --+ 11. such that A(= AIR) --+ R
g-dimensional Abelian varieties At( t E. R)

A(Il, S,.9) forms a scheme of finite type over

theorem.

are smooth, locally-nontrivial fiber spaces of

with principal polarizations: Faltings proved that

( . Applying Theorem (2.12), we have the following

(4.6) Theorem ([N, p. 32]). A(71, S, g) is quasi-projective and every connected component Z 0/

A(R, S, g) is a quotient 0/ asymmetrie bounded domain sueh that there is a proper, holomorphic,

totally geodesic, isometric immersion <p: Z ---t Sp(2g, "0.) \H ,where H is the Siegel upper-halj
. 9 9



space 0/ rank 9 .

From now on we call such cp a Kuga-Satake immersion. Fal~ings [F1] gave also a ~riterion

of the rigidity of an element of A(71,5J g) . The both, rigid and non-rigid cases can happen. This

contrasts to the arithmetie case where the rigidity always holds .( [F1])' His eriterion was

deseribed in terms of Hodge strueture, and was generalized by Peters [Pe] to more general Bodge

structures (see also Saitoh-Zucker [SZ] for K3--5urfaces).

In general, let !) be asymmetrie bounded domain and r (AutO(ID) an arithmetic diserete

subgroup of the identity eomponent Au~O(()) of Aut(lD) . Let Xl be a compaet Kähler manifo~d

and M a Zariski open subset of M.
Let Hollift(M, r\[») be the space of all "liftable" holomorphie mapping /: M ---+ r\D ;

that is, there are holomorphic mapping f from the universal covering space li? of M into ()

and a homomorphism X: 11"1(M) ---+ r such that

/ 0 a = X(a) 0 f , Q c 11"1(M)

N

and / induces f. Ir r is torsion free, then

For simplicity, we assume in the sequel that r is torsion free, hut remark that the same results

hold with a slight modification even in the case where r contains a torsion element. We rec~

the following facts:

23

(4.7) i)

ii)

The Bergman metrie on r\v is eomplete, of finite volume and has

non-positive sectional eurvature.

r\D is c<?mplete hyperbolic and hyperholically imbedded into the Satake

compactification r\[) whieh is projective.

For. ii), cf. Kobayashi-ochiai [KG 1]. Hence we can apply the results in § 2 to Hol(M, r\ID) . Let.

X ~e a conneeted component of Hol(M, r\V) . Then X is a non-singular quasi-projective

macifold and represented by r 1\1D1 ,where VI is asymmetrie bounded domain. Let

be the evalution mapping. Then for any p c M



is a Kuga-Satake immersion. Let t(V) (resp. t(r)) denote the maximum dimension of proper

(resp. r-rational) boundary components of D. Note that rank f is constant in f ~ X (cf.
Proposition (2.3)).

(4.8) Theorem ([N3, §§ 3 and 4]). Let the notation be a.s above.

i) If rank f> t(r) for fE. X I X is cornpact.

ü) 1/ rank f > t(V) /or / E. X I tp.en dim X = 0 .

ili) 1/ 7:M5 c r\ID for one (and all) / E X I then dirn X:5 t(r) I where 7:M5 denote the

closure 0/ AM) in r\D .

iv) dim Hol(M, r\D) :5 t((») .

Now, suppose that dim X> 0 . Let Y be the eonneeted eomponent of Hol(X, r\l»
eontaining cl)1(. ,p) I P E M . Then Y = r 2\1l2 as in the case of X. We have the evaluation

mapping

(4.9) Theorem. Let the notation be as above. Then «1- 2 is a Kuga-Satake immersion.

While this is just a special case of Theorem (2.15), it would be worth to state it separately,

as it is one of our goals in this directions. It is interesting to note that starting from auy M, we

eorne to a Kuga-Satake immersion, provided that the moduli has a positive dimension.

Now we consider the Parshin-Arakelov-type theorem for polarized algebraic K3-surfaces.

It is known that the moduli space of polarized algebraic K3-surfaces is represented by the

quotient r\D1V of asymmetrie bounded domain IlIV of type IV (cf., e.g. [SZ]):

D1V = SO ( 2 , 19) / SO(2) x SO(19) J

(4.10) dim(DIV = 19 ,

t(1l IV) = t(r) = 1 .

Let X~ M be a smooth fiber space of locally non-trivial polarized algebraic K3-;;urfaces,

and / E. Hollift(M, r\D) t.he corresponding holomorphic mapping. Since Hollift(M, r\l» ia a

finite SUIn of quasi-projective varieties,

(4.11) there are only fi nitely many rigid (X, 11", M) .

Moreover,

(4.12) if rank f? 2 ,then (X, '1r, M) is rigid.



Assume that rank f= 1 and (X, 1(", M) is not rigid (there is such an example). Then by

Theorems (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10) thc problem is reduced to investigate a Kuga-Satakc immersio.n

eJ.J : (r1\H) )( (r2\H) ----+ r\IlIV '

where H is the upper-half plane of (. Saitoh-Zucker [SZ] classified all possible such <P.
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